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Profile Joined September 2011 United States 23 Posts Last Edited: 2012-01-25 13:25:24 #1 Building on a modest esports renaissance, League of Legends is poised to take a giant leap forward, one that has been years in the making. Riot's developers have been working to make the game accessible to a wider variety of players. In late November, the Rookies Tournament Series launched, allowing new
players of the game to compete in local-region tournaments. To make sure they have a successful experience, the tournament organizers brought in a different approach to broadcasting this week's competition, followed by the idea of a "stream league." The RTSR League featured six players -- Angela, StrifeCro, Timmay, LuxuryWatch, Bigfatpickle, and Aarti. The top three players on each team
advanced to the main tournament, where the winner got invited to the NA Regional LAN finals. The top two teams from the "stream league" also advanced to the LAN finals. Games were played from 8pm EST to 12am EST on Thursday, December 27. (The morning finals took place on December 3da54e8ca3
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